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Introduction
Standard data from hospital information
systems are easily available and their
management can be rapidly completed by the
significant progress in computer technology in
the last decades. This allows many aspects
of routine surveillance of health careassociated infections to be enhanced or
automatized, including cluster detection, quality
assessment and risk factor identification.
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Results

Infection control professionals may therefore
spend their time more efficiently, focusing on
prevention and education. The aim of the
present study was to evaluate the
performance of a generally applicable
method for surgical site infection detection
using different databases available routinely in
the medical information system of the Nantes
University hospital during a two-year period
2010-2011.

Materials and Methods
Surgical procedures were identified by the French
Common Classification of Medical Procedure
(CCMP) codes that are recorded in the hospital’s
medical activity database. The list of patients was
monthly transmitted to the infection control team
by the Medical Information Department. Then,
infection
control
nurses
or
practitioners
systematically reviewed the computerized medical
records to monthly detect SSIs (operative report,
medical discharge letter, bacteriological results,
post-discharge consultation letter, etc.).
Each suspicion of SSI needed to be confirmed by the infection control practitioners or surgeons who
operated the patient. We considered this prospective routine surveillance as the reference method
(gold standard) to assess the performance tests of electronic surveillance algorithms using two
electronic data sources: microbiological results and medical activity. Post-hospital surveillance
was performed to detect SSI within 30 days or one year using standard definition.
Three algorithms were tested to retrospectively identify
SSIs in patients with surgical procedures. Algorithm 1 relied
solely on the PMSI database. According to the surgical
procedures, relevant ICD-10 codes were selected to detect SSI
cases (Table 1). Algorithm 2 was performed using the
laboratory database. All cultures (negative and positive) from
superficial or deep samples and blood cultures were used to
detect SSIs within one month or one year (for surgical
procedures with implants or invasive devices) after surgical
procedures, respectively. Algorithm 3 was performed combining
data from algorithms 1 and 2. The three algorithms are
summarized in the figure on the left.
Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV)
were calculated with the corresponding 95% confidence interval for each of the three algorithms.
Specific statistics and results were also estimated and stratified according to the SSIs depth.

Conclusions
The surveillance system based on common hospital data appeared to be sufficiently accurate for
routine SSI detection, and its use could allow reducing by 90% the number of medical files to be
revised by infection control practitioners. However, the results of our study may be interpreted with
caution as the strategy of wound culturing in routine may varied in diagnosing superficial or deep SSI
between surgeons and hospitals.
A larger multicenter study should however be undertaken to assess the applicability of this system in other
institutions, and to study performance variations between surgical specialties and procedures.
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